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In this note, we show that for certain ring extensions S>R, e.g. S= R,: an n x n- 
matrix ring, or S= RG: a group ring of a finite group, any group homomorphism 
cr: W(R)-+IR of the Witt group W(R) into the additive group of real numbers IR is 
extended to a homomorphism 0’: W(S)+ IR, i.e. cr = ~‘0 W(i) for the inclusion map 
i: R+S. Let S be a ring with identity, and let S have an involution S-S; x-R 
satisfyinge=Y_i?,x+y=R+Jand2=xforallx,yES. IfRisasubringofSwhich 
is stable by the involution, i.e. R = R, then S>R is called a ring extension with 
involution. A ring extension with involution S>R will be called a Frobenius 
extension with involution, if S is a finitely generated projective left R-module which 
has a nondegenerate hermitian form h : S x S-R satisfying h(xz, y) = h(x, yz) for all 
x, y, z E S. Furthermore, a Frobenius extension with involution S> R is central if the 
Frobenius extension with involution S> R satisfies S= V,(R)R, where V,(R)= 
{XE S : XT= TX for all TE R}. ([ 1) treated a Frobenius algebra over a commutative 
ring with an involution and some symmetry condition, Our conditions are more 
general.) 
Lemma 1. Let S> R be a ring extension with involution. The following conditions 
are equivalent; 
(1) S> R is a Frobenius extension with involution, 
(2) S is a finitely generated projective left R-module and there is - 
t E HomR_R(RSR, R) such that t(x) = t(X) for all XE S and S-tHomR(,& R); 
x- t( -. x) is bijective, 
(3) there are x1,x2 ,..., xn,ylry2 ,..., y,,~ S and TV Hom,_,&SR, R) such that 
f(x) = t(R) for all x E S and z = Ci t(zxJy; for aI1 z E S. 
Proof. (1) = (2): Let h : S x S-R be a nondegenerate hermitian form of the left R- 
module S satisfying h(xz, y) = h(x, yZ) for all x, y,z E S. A map t : S-R; x-h(x, 1) 
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satisfies the condition (2). 
(2)=(3): The bijection 8: sRR+sHomR(&R)R; X-t(--XX) becomes an S-R- 
isomorphism. Since S is a finitely generated projective left R-module, we have an 
S-S-isomorphism Q : Horn,&& R) OR S- EndR( ,$S) :f@s--f(-)s. Therefore, we 
get an S-S-isomorphism eo(O@Is) : SORS+EndR(&; x@r-+t(-*x)y. For the 
identity map Is on S, there are x1,x2, . . . ,x,,,Y~,Y~, . .. ,Y,, in S such that 
~0 (O@Is)( CiXioui) = Is, which satisfies condition (3). 
(3) = (1): For a map t in HomR_&SR, R) satisfying condition (3), put h : S x S+ 
R; (x,y)dt(x~). Then h is a nondegenerate hermitian form on S satisfying 
h(xt, y) = h(x, ui> for all x, y, 2 E S. 
Let SIR be a Frobenius extension with involution. The R-R-homomorphism 
t : S-+R given in Lemma 1 will be called a trace map of the Frobenius extension with 
involution. 
Examples. Let R be any ring with involution. 
(1) The n x n-matrix ring R, over R has an involution R,+R n : (aJ = Cijaijeii - 
‘(dij) = CijOjieii (eii indicates the matrix unit of R,), and is a central Frobenius 
extension with involution of R. In fact, it has a trace map t : R, +R; (aii)d Ci aii, 
and (a$ = Ckl t((aij)e/k)ekl- 
(2) Let G be a finite group and RG the group ring. RG has an involution 
RG-+RG; Caeoaao-+Caso4,0-‘, and is a central Frobenius extension with 
involution of R. A trace map t : RG*R is given by t( CasGaoo) = al, and z = 
c ,,E o t(zo - ‘)a for every z E RG. 
Lemma 2. Let S>R be a Frobenius extension with involution, and t a trace map. 
(1) For any left S-module M, there is a bijection Horn&M, S)+HomR( RM, R); 
f -+tof. 
(2) For any nondegenerate and finitely generated projective hermitian S-module 
(M, h), (M, t 0 h) is also a nondegenerate and finitely generated projective hermitian 
R-module. 
(3) The trace map t defines a group homomorphism t, : W(S)+ W(R); [M, h] - 
[M, to h] from the Witt group W(S) into the Witt group W(R). 
The proof is obvious from Lemma 1. 
Let R be any ring with involution, and B = (b,$ an n x n-matrix over R. For any 
m x m-matrix A over R, BOA denotes an nm x nm-matrix 
b,,A b,2A ..a b,,A 
1: !. [bn,A b,A .-. b,,,A 
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Theorem 2 in [2] showed that any Von Neumann regular hermitian m x m-matrix H 
defines a nondegenerate and finitely generated projective hermitian left R-module 
(H) = (RmH, hH), and conversely, any nondegenerate and finitely generated 
projective hermitian left R-module (M, h) with M= Cy= [Rx; is isomorphic to a 
hermitian left R-module (H) defined by an M x m-matrix H= (h(Xi,Xi)). 
Lemma 3. Let R be a ring with involution and Z(R) the center of R. If C= (cii) is a 
hermitian matrix in Z(R),, such that C is Von Neumann regular in R,, and if H is a 
Vor; Neumann regular hermitian m x m-matrix over R, then C@ H is also a Von 
Neumann regular hermitian nm x nm-matrix. Therefore, the matrix C defines a 
group homomorphism wc: W(R)+ W(R): [HI --*[C@H]. 
Proof. Since C and Hare Von Neumann regular in R, and R,, respectively, there 
exist K E R, and L E R, such that CKC= C and HLH= H. Since C is in Z(R),,, we 
have C@ He K@ L. C@H = C@ H. By Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 in [2], wc is well 
defined. 
Theorem 1. Let S>R be a central Frobenius extension with involution, and let 
h : S x S-R be a nondegenerate hermitian form with h(xz, y) = h(x,yL) for all 
x, y, z E S. Then there exists a hermitian matrix T over Z(R) which is a Von Neumann 
regular matrix over R and ( T) % (S, h). The inclusion map i : R +S and a trace map 
t: S-+R define group homomorphisms W(i) : W(R)* W(S) and t, : W(S)-+ W(R), 
and satisfy t, 0 W(i) = WT. 
Proof. Since S= Vs(R)R, there are x1,x2, .. . , x, in V,(R) such that S= C;Rx;. A 
trace map t: S-+R carries V,(R) into Z(R), therefore T= (t(xiXj)) is in Z(R), and 
( T) 3 (S, h). Let H be any Von Neumann regular hermitian matrix in R,. By an 
easy computation, we get (S@,R’“H,to(Is@h,))= (T@H), so t,o W(i)= vT is 
concluded. 
Corollary 1. Let R be a ring with involution. 
(1) For an n x n-matrix ring R,, we have t* 0 W(i) = n21wtR,. 
(2) For a group ring RG of a finite group G, we have t, 0 W(i) = ICI ICC.(R). 
Theorem 2. Let R be a ring with involution, and G a finite group. For any additive 
group homomorphism o of the Witt group W(R) into the real numbers IR (with 
a([l]) = I), there e.rist homomorphisms o ,, : W(R,)-+ E? and o’ : W/RG)- E? (with 
a,([ 11) = 1 and o’([l]) = 1) making the foIlowing diagrams commute: 
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Proof. From Corollary 1, we get that o,, = n -‘bc t, and 6’ = (l/lGl)ao t, satisfy our 
conditions. 
Corollary 2. For any additive group homomorphism IS: W(R)+iR, any Von 
Neumann regular hermitian n x n-matrix H satisfies a([H]) = na,([H]) for 
a,: W(R,)+IR with ano W(i)=a. 
Proof. For a Von Neumann regular hermitian nxn-matrix H, we have @[HI)= 
ano WW4) = d[&OHl) = n~,Wlh 
Corollary 2 means that a semisignature Q(defined in [3]) of a hermitian R-module 
(H) is defined by the semisignature o,([H]) of an element H of R,. 
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